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Ab initio dipole surfaces, vibrationally averaged dipole moments, and infrared 
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Using the rovibrational wave functions which have been obtained from ab initio potentials and 
making analytic fits to the ab initio calculated dipole surfaces, we have evaluated the dipole 
(transition) moments of KCN and LiCN for several vibrational states (for J  =  0 and 1). The 
“exact” rotational transition intensities of the tf-type transitions in (triangular) KCN and those of 
(linear) LiNC and LiCN can be rather accurately reproduced by a rigid rotor model with the 
vibrationally averaged dipole moments; for the (weak) ¿-type transitions in KCN this model 
breaks down, however. Although the bending motions in these cyanides have large amplitudes, 
the vibrational transition intensities in LiNC and LiCN conform to the harmonic oscillator 
model. In KCN, where the large amplitudes of the bending modes and their coupling with the 
K -C N  stretch leads to significant anharmonic shifts in the transition frequencies, the harmonic 
intensity pattern is perturbed by Fermi resonances, for instance, between the stretch fundamental 
and the second bending overtone. We have also calculated the lifetime for radiative decay of 
(metastable) LiCN into LiNC: 24 s for the ground state, much less for vibrationally excited states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently much progress has been made in calculating 
rovibrational transition frequencies for systems with one or 
more large amplitude vibrational modes.1-15 These theoreti­
cally challenging systems have led to the development of 
new techniques to deal with the delocalized nature of their 
vibrational wave functions.
Experimental spectra, however, yield not only transi­
tion frequencies but also transition intensities. For rovibra­
tional transitions in the infrared, these intensities contain 
information about both the potential energy and dipole sur­
faces. Inverting the experimental data in order to obtain 
these surfaces is generally too difficult. Much insight can be 
gained and the interpretation of experimental spectra can be 
facilitated by calculating these intensities from given dipole 
and potential energy surfaces. To our knowledge this has 
never been done for a floppy system where the results are 
potentially most rewarding because of the large area of the 
surface sampled and the large variations that can be expect­
ed between vibrationally averaged dipoles in different rovi­
brational states.
In their work on the potential energy surfaces of K C N 16 
and LiCN ,17 Wormer and co-workers noted that their ex­
tended basis set SCF dipole moments could be well repre­
sented by the long-range expressions for the interactions 
between closed shell ions M + (M =  K,Li) and C N _ . This 
suggests that the dipole surface could be fitted for these sys­
tems using a partitioning between long and short range com­
ponents similar to that used successfully for alkali cyanide 
potential energy surfaces.16,17
These surfaces have several interesting features. KCN 
is predicted to be triangular, in agreement with microwave 
experiments,18 with a low barrier of about 500 cm - 1 at the
“’Current address: SERC Daresbury Laboratory, Daresbury, Warrington, 
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isocyanide structure. LiCN is predicted to have a linear iso­
cyanide structure in agreement with the analysis of a matrix 
isolation study19 and with recent molecular beam micro­
wave measurements.20 However, the linear cyanide struc­
ture is also predicted to form a local minimum on the sur­
face. These potential energy surfaces have been utilized in a 
series of calculations on the rovibrational states of K C N 9-11 
and L iC N 12 which have shown that both molecules undergo 
large amplitude bending vibrations. In KCN tunneling 
through the linear barrier was found to be significant even in 
low lying excited vibrational states. In LiCN, both the iso­
cyanide and cyanide minima were found to support localized 
vibrational states, whereas the vibrational states in the bar­
rier region are a mixture of delocalized (free rotor) and local­
ized states. In this work, we use the rovibrational wave func­
tions generated in these studies to obtain vibrationally 
averaged dipoles and transition intensities for KCN and 
LiCN; to do this we fit analytic expressions to the calculated 
dipole surfaces of the two molecules.
The only gas phase infrared spectrum for KCN was 
recorded by Leroi and Klemperer.21 They observed only one 
transition, at 207 +  20 cm “ 1, between 200 cm “ 1 and the CN 
stretching mode at 2158 cm -1 . This does not correspond 
with any of the fundamentals observed by Ismail et a ir2 in 
their matrix isolation study or calculated9-11 using the sur­
face of Wormer and Tennyson. It has been suggested that 
this transition corresponds to a bending overtone.9,10 If so, 
why should this overtone have enhanced intensity, greater, 
for example, than the stretching fundamental at about 290 
cm -1 .9-11,22 For LiCN the only infrared data available are 
from matrix isolation spectra.19 New measurements of KCN
and LiCN gas phase spectra are to be expected, however.
Finally, we point out that HNC is well known as a reac­
tion product which is metastable with respect to isomeriza­
tion into H C N .23 Whether LiCN, which is less stable than 
LiNC, can be observed in the same way will depend on the
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half-life for spontaneous radiative decay from LiCN into 
LiNC. These life times are also calculated from the dipole 
surface.
II. DIPOLE SURFACES
We follow the previous work on the alkali cyanides in 
defining a coordinate system, 12 with r being the CN bond 
vector and R the vector connecting the 12C 14N center of 
mass with the metal ion. In body-fixed coordinates R is em­
bedded along the z axis. The angle between r and R measured 
from carbon is 6. In body-fixed coordinates the other polar 
angle of r is ^  which can also be used to fully embed the 
coordinate system, for instance in the x - z  plane.11
In space-fixed coordinates the dipole can be written as a 
tensor of rank one as24
^ " (r ,R )  =  2  W  ) ),
A,I
where the coupled spherical harmonic is
(i)
S ' i;y (2)
/x.m
and the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is conventional.25
Use of the triangulation relations and the property that 
the dipole is antisymmetric under inversion reduces Eq. (1) 
to
Ai'v"(r,R) =  £ [ B aa _ , (r,R ) & # _  , (r,R )
A
+ BÀA+l(r,R W + , M ) ]  . ( 3)
If the system is rotated so that R lies along the z axis and r in 
thexz plane this formula can be written in body-fixed coordi­
nates as
/4!»(r,R) =  x  r e m o , o )
A.l.k
X D y k{a,&</>), (4)
where the angular functions 3^;* are now expressed in body- 
fixed angles, D [}£ are rotation matrix elements and ( fi,a) are 
the polar angles of R in the space-fixed system. Substituting 
the relation
Y,,m (0,0)
2 / +  1 
4tt
1/2
àm.O
into Eq. (2), evaluating the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and 
using Eq. (3) the expression for the dipole moment in body- 
fixed coordinates Eq. (4) becomes
yj’lr.R) = X A** (rAR ) D Z(<*A<t> ),
k
where the internal dipole moment ¡ik is given by
( 5)
oo
Ho (r ,e ,R)=  X
4-77’ 1/2
A =  0  \2A -|- 1
CÀ,0 (r,R )YÀiO(û,0), (6a)
X  (  2w • -^ -+  1')!-)l/~C/t , (r,R ) r A±l (0,0), 
~ i  \ 2 a  +  1 (A -  1)!/ '
(6b)
where
Q,o ( -  l) 
4tt
(3)l/2 [(A + \)iriB1/2
(7 )
c-i.l ( - 1) 477 ( 3 )
X [ (A )U2B
m  { (A - 1)!\  
(A + 1)1 J
1/2
+ (A + l)l/2BÀA_ t ] . (8)
These expressions for /¿0, fi + ,, and // _ ,  can be transformed 
into those for ¡iz, f ix , and /zv, by replacing the spherical 
harmonics in Eq. (6) by Tesseral harmonics. Since the triato- 
mic lies in the body-fixed xz  plane, fiy is zero. Expressions 
for the other components are
oo
^ [ r ,6 ,R )=  £  Q i0(r,R ) P °(cos 6 ), (9a)
À = 0
oo
fix (r ,e ,R)=  X  Cx l (r,R ) P i ( c o s 0 ) , (9b)
A =  1
in terms of associated Legendre functions.25 As all the poten­
tial energy and dynamical calculations were performed for 
fixed CN bond lengths re, we fit analytic expressions for 
CÀ V(r = re,R ) to the ab initio calculated dipole surface.
As R becomes large the dominant contributions to \i 
are the dipole caused by the charge separation of M + and 
C N “ and the permanent C N -  dipole of 0.2151etfo with re­
spect to its center of mass.16 This yields a first order expres­
sion for the long range contribution to the dipole moment:
(10a)
(10b)
f i \ K[R,G ) = eR + juCN cos 0 , 
fj.];R( R , 8 ) = f i c N  sin
where — e is the charge of an electron.
The leading second order long range dipole is caused by 
induction. 16,17 However, the explicit inclusion of charge in­
duced dipole contributions in the long range expression did 
not improve the resulting fits. Probably, if one wishes to 
include such terms with higher inverse powers of R , they 
should be damped at smaller R  (as it was done in fitting the 
LiCN potential surface17). In our final fits these terms were 
omitted.
Having fixed the long-range contribution to the dipole 
as in Eq. (10), we define the short-range contribution by
S R \ l - \ l L R (11)
M-
S R is then fitted. This procedure accounts for possible trun-
. • • T Rcation errors in |x .
Wormer et al. potential energy (and dipole) calcula­
tions16,17 were performed at Gauss-Legendre integration 
points in the angle #.26 The CN bond length was fixed at
2.186a0 and R =  4.5, 5.0 and 5.5a0 for K C N 16 and R  =  3.3, 
3.8, 4.3, and 4.8a0 for LiCN .17
This facilitates the computation of the coefficients in 
the Legendre expansion of Eq. (9), because using the ortho­
gonality of associated Legendre functions, we can write
C T J R )
2A +  n  (A — //)! 
2 / (A +  //)!
f i K(R,u) P jHu)du . ( 12)
An Appoint Gauss-Legendre integration scheme gives exact
0 to TV — 1 for (i = 0 (z component) 
= 1 pt component).26
values for for A
and A =  1 to TV — 1 for fi
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T A B L E  I. Short-range fit parameters for K C N .a
0II A = 1 A = 2 A = 3 A = 4
<*A,0 -  1.039 8.606 -  0.2968 1.562X 10-5 -  1.728X 106
b I.A.O -  0.060 86 - 0 . 8 9 7 4 - 0 . 1 6 6 2 1.3811 -  3.701
a*.\ 0.1955 — 4.733 X 10-3
b i./t. 1 - 0 .1 8 1 1 0.3665
“ See Eqs. (12) and (13).
These coefficients can be expected to have approxi­
mately an exponential dependence on R, since the major 
short-range contributions will be the charge penetration and 
exchange terms due to overlap of the and C N -  charge 
distributions. This suggests an analytic form:
f i  S R  
^  A.fi [R ) =  ax,n exp(Z b" . ^ R  ") • (13)
Wormer
and Tennyson performed calculations for 26 geometries in 
the range R = 5 to 8a0 besides those necessary for Gauss- 
Legendre integration. These points, which are not used for 
fitting, allow an assessment to be made of the fits. Inclusion 
of five terms, C^o to ^ 4,0 in the expansion of ju^R and two 
terms Cf*  and C ?j  in the expansion of f isxR and a least- 
squares fit for aA /1 and was found to give a good repre­
sentation of the calculated points. The 50 points for K CN  
were fitted with an average deviation of 0.38% (absolute de­
viation 0.019 a.u.) in [iz and 9.4% (0.0067 a.u.) in f ix . Maxi­
mum errors were 9.1 % (0.14 a.u.) in f iz for R =  8a0, 6 =  90°
= 13.1°. Fitsand 39% (0.029 a.u.) in f ix for R 4.5a0, 6
which included explicit charge induced contributions to the 
long-range terms and /o r  an R 2 term in the exponent of Eq. 
(13) were found to be less satisfactory. Coefficients of higher 
k  terms in the expansion of f ix change sign with R  and can­
not be fitted to the form of Eq. (13). But, as f iz is at least 15 
times larger than and so dominates the total dipole, a 
more accurate fit of [ix seems unnecessary.
Table I lists the short-range parameters of Eq. (13) in 
the expression for the total dipole:
fiz(R,0) =  eR + fim  cos <9+ aA0ebuAoRP°A(cos 0 ),
A =  0
(ix (R,0)=/Ltcl< sin 0 +  £  aAtleb''À'RP \ ( c o s 6 ) .
(14a)
(14b)
A =  1
The parameters of Table I do not lead to the correct asymp­
totic behavior as R becomes large, because not all exponents 
are negative; therefore this fit is expected to be accurate only 
in the range R = 4.5 to 8a0. Figure 1 gives contour plots of 
the K CN  dipole surface.
For KCN, the points on the dipole surface included in 
the fitting procedure were fitted with roughly the same accu­
racy as the other points. This suggests that the same fit pro­
cedure is appropriate for LiCN, where Essers et al. calculat­
ed only two extra points.17 Inclusion of four terms in the
S R
xexpansion of f iz and two terms in the expansion of /z 
gave satisfactory results: An average deviation of 0.32%
KCN dipole z -  component
R/a
6.0
5.5
5.0
i».5
KCN d ipo le  x -  com ponent
FIG. 1. Contour diagrams for the dipole components of K C N . R  is the 
distance from the C N  center of mass to K, and 6 the angle R makes with 
r(CN), measured from C. Dipole values in ea0.
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LiNC d ipole  z -  component . TRANSITION INTENSITIES, RADIATIVE DECAY, 
AND VIBRATIONALLY AVERAGED DIPOLE MOMENTS
The absorption coefficient for an electric dipole transi­
tion with radiation of frequency a> is given by first-order 
time-dependent perturbation theory as27
K  M  =
S n  /  i j . k
e
( 15)
where N m is the density of molecules in state m (for which a 
Boltzmann distribution is usually assumed) and gm the de­
generacy of m. is the wave function of a state with ener­
gy E m, /' runs over the degenerate levels of this state. co„ _ is 
the transition frequency of the transition m 
= (En — E m )/fi. (i is the dipole moment operator (all in cgs 
units). The summation in the golden rule expression Eq. (15) 
is often called the transition line strength.
The coefficient of spontaneous radiative decay of state 
m into a lower lying state n is given in the same units as28
m n
n: com n
LiNC dipole x -  component
e
FIG. 2. Contour diagrams for the dipole components (in ea()) of LiNC. Co 
ordinates as in Fig. 1.
(0.0096 a.u.) in fiz and 35% (0.014 a.u.) in ¡ix was found for 
the 40 points in the range of R = 3.3 to 5a0. Maximum devia­
tions were 1.0% (0.030 a.u.) in juz for R = 4.975a0, 0 = 0° 
and 180% (0.0035 a.u.) in /i x for R = 3.8a0, 6 =  115.7°. (As 
f.ix becomes very small, the relative error tends to go to infin­
ity and so it has little meaning, e.g., at R = 3.8a0, 6 = 115.7° 
the SCF value for /zx is — 0.0019 a.u.). Terms up to R  2 
inclusive were used in the exponent of Eq. (13). Figure 2 gives 
contour plots of the lithium cyanide dipole surface.
A 4com n (16)
So we can write for the life time of state m
rm ( 17)
where the summation is over all levels into which state m can 
decay.
The rovibrational calculations on K CN  and LiCN by 
Tennyson and co-workers10-12 used symmetrized, close-cou­
pling type basis sets, for which the acronym LC-RAMP (lin­
ear combination of radial and angular momentum product 
functions) has been proposed.15 In body-fixed coordinates, 
their rovibrational wave functions can be written
2
k j ,n
A & R - ' X n i R (18)
where
0)J jm  _  ^ JJ’k 
» Lr —
J- v2
[ D ( a ) P Ifcos 6 )
(k> 0)
+ ( - l ) p D ^ _ k(a,/3,<t>)Pj-k[cos0)]
N jj.o D m.o ) P: (cos 0 ), (k =  0),
(19a)
(19b)
and
1
.327T3
( 2 / + l ) ( 2 / + l ) [ j - n  
(j  + k)\.
1/2
(20)
In Eq. (16), J  is the total angular momentum and [J  + p) the 
parity of the wave function; u numbers the vibrational levels 
for a given ( Pj  and D JMk are associated Legendre 
functions and rotation functions, respectively, for which the 
conventions of Brink and Satchler are used.25
From Eqs. (5)—(7), (14), and (16)—(20) the matrix ele­
ments of the dipole operator can be evaluated:
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(rpJ'M,p'v\ f i v | \pJ ,M ,p,v )
( -  \)M(2J+ \)lu (2J' +  1)1/ 2 , 1/2
7 1 7 '
M  v M ' Iv '  =  — 1 A , k J ' J , n ' , nX  a { j j X V ) b  ( V - k )  I Xn.(R ) Q iK |(* )*„(Jl )<«
X
7
k
1
v
7 '
k V
J
k
A
v
J
k v
«
J A
w
J
0 0 0.
r A . A _i I _ 1 \p' A J'P’V . A J '.p '.V  -)L k j ,n  S i  k — v' j  ,n‘ T  ( I f  S i  k J,n S i  v< _  k j >n' J j (21)
where
aUJ'yAfi) = [(If +  \)(2j +  1)]1/2 , 
aUJ’yAy 1)
=  a(jj'yAy -  1) 
¿?(0)= 1/V2,
¿7(^0) =  1 .
(1/V2)[(2/+  1)(2/+1)A(A +  1)]1/2,
(22 )
The 3y-symbols are standard.25 The integrals over i? are cal­
culated by an algorithm dependent on the form of the radial 
functions x n • this case the form of LeRoy and Carley1 is 
used: The %n are evaluated numerically on an equidistant 
grid in R and the radial integrals are calculated according-
ly- 10,1 i The indices m and n of Eq. (15) correspond to ( J,p,v)
and ( ƒ » ' ) ,  respectively; i and k  run over all (2J  +  1) and 
(27' -f 1) degenerate M  and M ' levels, respectively.
From Eq. (21) it can be seen that the following selection 
rules apply:
J '  -  I I< / < / ' +  1 ,
A J  =  0=$Ap = 1 , 
A J  = 1 =>zl/? =  0 . (23)
In a rigid rotor formalism vibrationally averaged dipoles are 
found by considering pure rotational transitions and separ­
ating the rotational and vibrational matrix elements.29,30 Be­
cause of the coupling in the basis functions via k [see Eq. 
(19a)], such a separation between rotational and vibrational 
parts is not in general possible. The J  =  0 eigenfunctions 
depend only on the internal coordinates, however, and J  = 0 
states could be called purely vibrational [see Eqs. (18)—(20)]. 
An approximate rotation-vibration separation can be 
achieved9 by assuming that the J>  0 states are described by 
the same ( 7 = 0 )  vibrational functions, multiplied by appro­
priate (a)symmetric top eigenfunctions (linear combinations 
of D JMtk in general). Vibrationally averaged dipole moments 
can thus be defined as expectation values over 7  =  0 states. 
Considering the basis used for expanding the wave func­
tions, it is straightforward to compute expectation values of 
dipole components along the body-fixed axes used here. We
T A B L E  II. Short-range fit parameters for LiCN.a
OII À =  1 A = 2 A =  3
°A. 0 -  0.446 5 1.481 X 10~3 -  0.472 0 1.845 X 10-3
^1.^.0 0.301 7 2.847 -  1.267 8 2.024
^ 2, A,0 - 0 . 0 3 4  81 -  0.450 5 0.200 9 - 0 . 2 7 5 7
aA. 1 0.094 28 -  0.555 1
^ 1. A. 1 0.291 4 -  0.840 1
^2. A. 1 -  0.060 52 0.076 94
find, from Eqs. (9), (18)—(20), for a given vibrational state u, 
that
< / 0 „ £  j ( 2 / +  1),/2(2 /+  \)U2A ?.. A “,J . ' I
j j , n , n ’,A
r  co
x X n -  C A . .vX n  d R P,(u)Pl(u)Pj(u)du  (24)
0 -  1
with v =  0 for jlz and v =  1 for ¡ix .
“ See Eqs. (12) and (13).
IV. KCN
Calculations on 7  =  0,1 states were performed as in 
Ref. 10, but in body-fixed coordinates, with parameters 
7max — 23, /2max =  11. As the information in Ref. 10 on the 
7 =  1 levels is not sufficiently complete for our purpose, 
these levels are listed in Table III.
An approximate vibrational labeling scheme according 
to stretch (vs ) and bend (vb ) modes is introduced, which cor­
responds to the number of nodes in the R and 6 directions, 
respectively. It is based on plots of the wave functions (see 
Ref. 10), energy level separations (see Fig. 3) and vibrational 
transition strengths (see below).
In the rigid rotor formalism KCN behaves as an asym­
metric top. Therefore, standard asymmetric top labeling29,30 
is used for the rotational transitions. These transitions can 
thus be called a or b type, according to the projections of the 
dipole operators involved onto the (vibrationally averaged) 
principal inertia axes.9,18 Table IV gives transition line 
strengths for 7  =  0—>1 transitions for the lowest ten vibra­
tional states. As (iz is much larger than fix and KCN is a 
near prolate symmetric top with its a axis almost coinciding 
with the body-fixed z axis, the a-type transitions are much 
stronger than the 6-type ones. Table IV also contains results 
of calculations with neglect of the so-called “off-diagonal 
Coriolis terms.” 11 In this approach the KCN molecule is 
effectively approximated by a (prolate) symmetric top with 
its a axis along the z direction. The approximation works 
well for a-type transitions; ¿-type transitions are affected 
much more, because the projection of /¿2 on the b axis be­
comes larger than that of fix, even though the (vibrationally 
averaged) principal inertia frame makes only a small angle 
with the body-fixed frame. As can be seen in Table IV, ¡iz 
dominates both types of transitions, especially in the higher 
vibrational states.
The pure rotational transition
(v>Jk„kc) =  (^ >^ oo) lii)
for an asymmetric top molecule correlates with the rovibra- 
tional transition
(2u,7K) =  (2y,0o)->(2t; +  l , l j)  
for a linear molecule.31 The increase of this transition fre-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 7,1 April 1984
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T A B LE III. ƒ  =  1 rovibrational levels relative to the /  =  0 levels of Ref. 10 (in cm 1), using a L C -R A M P  body- 
fixed basis set withymax =  23 and rcmax = 1 1 .  (CN bond length fixed at 2 .186a0).
Neglecting Coriolis 
Full calculation terms
Vibrational level Rotational level
'^ KaKc — 0^1 In 110 loi 1)1» 110
(0, 0) 0.2877 2.341 2.351 0.2989 2.351
(0,1) 0.2823 2.556 2.566 0.2927 2.566
(0, 2) 0.2767 2.970 2.980 0.2863 2.980
(1.0) 0.2822 2.800 2.811 0.2914 2.811
(0,3) 0.2758 3.426 3.437 0.2848 3.437
(0, 4) 0.2649 6.039 6.050 0.2729 6.050
(1. 1) 0.2750 5.476 5.488 0.2823 5.488
(0, 5) 0.2601 14.66 14.67 0.2683 14.67
(0, 6) 0.2638 18.99 19.01 0.2700 19.01
(U2) 0.2720 18.91 18.92 0.2780 18.92
quency, shown in Table III, thus corresponds to a change of 
the K CN  molecule from an asymmetric top to a nearly linear 
molecule. There is no significant change in the transition 
intensities, however.
In the molecular beam experiments of van Vaals et 
ai i8,2o jt was nQt p0SSjbie obtain accurate data on relative 
transition intensities. For K C N  it was found, however, that 
fl-type transitions are much stronger than ¿-type ones. This 
agrees with the results of Table IV. The discrepancy of about 
10% in rotational transition frequencies between ab initio 
and experimental results was analyzed by Tennyson et a/.9-11 
It is associated with the inaccuracy of the equilibrium struc­
ture predicted by the potential surface of Wormer and 
Tennyson.16
Table V lists vibrationally averaged dipole moments 
along the body-fixed axes. These agree rather closely with 
the dipole moments for the vibrationally averaged geome­
tries,10 which are also shown in this table. The effect of the 
vibrational motion on the rotational line strengths can be 
deduced by comparing the “exactly” calculated results with 
the line strengths calculated for a rigid rotor in the vibration-
T A B L E  IV. Transition line strengths (in a.u.) for pure rotational J  = 0—*-1 
transitions in KCN; a type: J k<jkc =  Oqo—^ oi» ^ type: 0 ^ —►!,,.
Vibrational level
Full calculation
Neglecting 
Coriolis terms
Line strength Line strength
(«,, vb ) a type b type a type b type
(0, 0) 19.42 0.0425 19.46 0.011 3
(0, 1) 19.91 0.0491 19.96 0.009 37
(0,2) 20.43 0.0552 20.50 0.007 60
(1.0) 20.04 0.0566 20.09 0.009 78
(0, 3) 20.57 0.0641 20.65 0.007 25
(0,4) 21.54 0.0700 21.64 0.004 72
(1.1) 20.76 0.0911 20.87 0.007 21
(0, 5) 21.95 0.0675 22.05 0.003 44
(0. 6) 21.74 0.0738 21.86 0.003 88
(1.2) 21.07 0.0713 21.23 0.003 78
ally averaged geometry. The latter calculation is rather sim­
ple. Expressions for the /  =  0,1 eigenfunctions of an asym­
metric top have been given explicitly.29,30 From these, the
/ = 0 - + l,) forrotational line strengths S ( J KaKc 
transitions of a triatomic asymmetric top can be derived:
S(  0oo loi) S[ 000 ' 111) (25)
The position of the principal inertia axes in the vibrationally 
averaged geometry is easily computed, if we define the aver­
age geometry in terms of the parameters (R _2) and (cos 6 ) 
and take the values for these parameters given by Tennyson 
and van der Avoird.10 (It would be better to calculate direct­
ly the vibrationally averaged inverse inertia tensor,9 but, for 
the basis used, some matrix elements are singular then.) Pro­
jecting ( / /z ) and ( ) on the principal axes, gives us the 
rigid rotor values and ¡ib.
Comparing the rigid rotor line strengths given in Table 
V with the exact ones in Table IV, we find good agreement 
for û-type transitions, but large differences for ¿-type transi­
tions. The rigid rotor model predicts the ¿-type transitions 
by an order of magnitude too weak. So, the fact that these 
transitions could actually be observed in K C N ,18 is to some 
extent related with the large amplitude bending motions, for 
which it is essential to include rotation-vibration coupling. 
The intensities of the ¿-type transitions are dominated by the 
(vibrationally averaged) projection of /zz on the ¿ axis.
At low temperature only the vibrational ground state is 
significantly populated. Table VI gives line strengths for vi­
brational transitions from the ground state, accompanied by 
a /  =  0,1 rotational transition. The rotational fine structure 
of these bands will be very complicated as the rotational 
constants, depending on the vibrational states, vary at least 
as much as the rotational line splittings. In general, f iz will 
be most strongly sampled by û-type rovibrational transi­
tions, so these will dominate the bands. A reasonable as­
sumption is that the relative value of equivalent rotational 
transitions is a good measure for the relative intensities of the 
whole bands.
Three vibrational transitions are far more intense than 
the rest. Two of these are the bending fundamental (vs,vb )
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T A B L E  V. Vibrationally averaged dipole moments and rigid rotor line strengths for J  = 0—*T transitions in 
K C N  (in a.u.). a type: J  KK( =  ( U — 101, b type: ( W - l ,
Vibrational level
o o ( M x ) V x a
Rigid rotor line strength
(W,, Ufc) a type b type
(0, 0) 4.413 - 0 . 1 0 5 6 4.409 - 0 . 1 0 6 9 19.49 0.000 029
(0,1) 4.466 -  0.0973 4.470 -  0.0988 19.95 0.000 18
(0, 2) 4.527 -  0.0875 4.534 -  0.0903 20.50 0.000 97
(1.0) 4.487 -  0.0973 4.480 - 0 . 1 0 1 6 20.14 0.000 083
(0,3) 4.545 -  0.0853 4.550 -  0.0882 20.66 0.001 2
(0, 4) 4.650 -  0.0675 4.668 -  0.0706 21.62 0.003 7
(1,1) 4.568 -  0.0837 4.567 -  0.0882 20.87 0.001 3
(0,5) 4.693 - 0 .0 5 9 1 4.722 -  0.0597 22.02 0.005 0
(0, 6) 4.675 -  0.0645 4.705 -  0.0677 21.85 0.004 1
(1,2) 4.608 - 0 .0 7 7 1 4.609 -  0.0826 21.24 0.002 1
“Dipole moments in vibrationally averaged geometry (Ref. 10).
=  (0,0)—►(0 ,1) and the stretching fundamental 
(i>5,l>6) =  (0 ,0)—►( 1,0). Especially the latter is very intense, as 
can be expected for a molecule consisting of two oppositely 
charged ions. More surprising, however, is the high intensity 
of the second bending overtone (0,0)—>-(0,3). This is due to a 
strong mixing (Fermi resonance) between the (1,0) and (0,3) 
levels. The (vs,vb) = (0,0)—>(0,3) transition thus “steals” in­
tensity from the stretch fundamental.32
Beyond the (0,3) level, the large anharmonicity of the 
K CN  potential makes the separation between bending and 
stretching motions more or less arbitrary. In a harmonic 
picture this means that Fermi resonance effects become 
large, e.g., between (0,4), (1,1), and (0,5) levels. The energy 
level spacings, shown in Fig. 3, illustrate this point.
As we mentioned already, JK K =  In ,  110 levels corre­
late with the extra bending levels in a linear molecule and the 
effect of K C N  becoming nearly linear could be studied from 
line splittings of higher overtones. Unfortunately, these lines 
are weak.
The only available low-temperature vibration spectrum 
of K CN  is the matrix isolation spectrum of Ismail et a 1.22 
Their assignment of fundamentals was found to be in agree­
ment with the ab initio results,10 but relative intensities have
not been published. An extra peak due to Fermi resonance 
has not been mentioned.
Next, we look at the (high-temperature) gas phase spec­
trum of KCN. Figure 4 shows the relative absorption coeffi­
cients for (vs,vb,J =  0)—► ( ! ; ' , , / =  1) transitions between 
the first ten vibrational levels at a temperature of 750 K. This 
spectrum is of course incomplete because at this temperature 
more than ten levels are significantly populated. Calculating 
these higher levels will be rather difficult, because it requires 
an enlargement of the basis set used by Tennyson and van 
der Avoird15 and a corresponding increase in the cost of the
dynamical calculations.
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that, due to the irregular 
spacings between the vibrational levels caused by the strong 
interaction between bend and stretch modes, transitions are 
relatively well separated. Many transitions are shifted signif­
icantly, as compared to the harmonic model. Several bend­
ing overtones interact with nearby stretching levels and thus 
pick up some intensity.
There is little experimental data available on the gas- 
phase spectrum of KCN. Leroi and Klemperer21 found only 
one transition, at 207 c m -1 (gas temperatures 800 and 
1000 °C). The suggestion that this transition corresponds
T A B L E  VI. Vibrational transitions for K C N  from the ground state, accompanied by a J  = 0, 1 rotational transition.
Vibrational level Line strength X 102 Line strength X 1 0 2
( « „  *>*) - « - y r  ; - -
( 0 , 1 ) Ooo loi 0.542 0.540 Ooo I n 0.236 0.276
( 0 , 1 ) 1 10 I I I 0.816 0.804 loi 1 10 0.365 0.403
(0, 2) Ooo loi 0.002 79 0.003 06 Ooo I n 0.008 94 0.009 35
(0, 2) 1 10 111 0.004 71 0.005 03 lo i 1 10 0.012 9 0.014 4
( 1 , 0 ) Ooo lo , 0.788 0.791 Ooo 1.1 0.017 9 0.014 6
( 1 , 0 ) 1 10 111 1.241 1.246 lo i 1 10 0.021 6 0.025 7
(0, 3) Ooo ^01 0.442 0.444 Ooo I n 0.006 97 0.005 24
(0, 3) 1 10 0.604 0.607 lo i l . o 0.006 78 0.013 0
(0, 4) Ooo ^01 0.014 8 0.015 0 Ooo I n 0.000 525 0.000 289
(0, 4) 1 10 1,1 0.021 8 0.022 2 lo i 1 10 0.000 461 0.000 756
( 1 , 1 ) 0(X) lo i 0.007 33 0.007 44 Ooo 1 „ 0.000 590 0.000 447
(1, 1) 1 10 1,1 0.009 77 0.009 99 lo i 1 10 0.000 667 0.000 926
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FIG. 3. K C N  lowest vibrational levels as calculated by Tennyson and Van 
der A voird ,10 labeled with stretch (uj and bend (i’J  quantum numbers.
with the second bending overtone9,10 is made highly impro­
bable by the results of Fig. 4. Also the CN stretch frequency 
of Ref. 21 does not agree with the matrix spectrum of Ismail
1 O O • • 1etalr~ (it lies about 100 c m -  higher). Therefore, we support 
the suggestion of the latter authors that the “K CN  spec­
trum ” of Ref. 21 actually relates to a different molecule.
V. LiNC
According to the dynamical calculations12 lithium 
cyanide behaves as a linear molecule with equilibrium LiNC 
(isocyanide) structure. The pure rotational spectrum is 
therefore much simpler than for K C N .12,20 Table VII gives 
the calculated transition line strengths for J  =  0—*1 transi­
tions and vibrationally averaged dipole moments for the 
lowest 10 J = 0  states (using the ymax = 2 8 ,  nmax =  12, 
6f  =  110° basis of Ref. 12). The vibrational labeling scheme 
is the same as used for KCN and the rotational labeling is 
common for a linear molecule.12,31 As expected, the vibra­
tionally averaged dipole along the z axis decreases with in­
creasing bending excitation as a larger area in 6 is probed and 
(R ) decreases (see Fig. 2). Conversely, it increases with in­
creasing stretching excitation. These effects are confirmed 
by comparing ( juz ) with ¡u: ((R )) in Table VII. The vibra­
tionally averaged dipole component along the x axis is very 
small indeed due to the fact that for 0>  90° long- and short- 
range terms have opposite sign and almost cancel. The [ix 
component can practically be neglected for the transition 
intensities.
The effect of what is called neglect of off-diagonal Cor- 
iolis terms11,15 is to omit all nondiagonal terms in the total 
angular momentum operator components / , .  In the three 
angle embedding of Tennyson and Sutcliffe [see Eq. (15) of 
Ref. 11] this implies, besides neglecting coupling terms 
between internal (vibrational) operators and / , ,  also the neg­
lect of nondiagonal J i Jj terms (i.e., in the rotational energy). 
In a linear molecule this results in underestimating centrifu­
gal terms and localizing the vibrational wave function some­
what more about the linear axis, leading to a higher average 
dipole. The effect increases with bending excitation, since for 
larger deviation from the linear configuration, Jx Jz cross 
terms become relatively more important (see Table VII, sec­
ond column).
Intensity
KCN r o - v i b r a t i o n a l  l i nes  (J = 0 —  1)
T = 750  K
(0,1) —(0,2)
(0.0)—(1.0)
(0.1)—(1.1)
(0,2) —(0.3) (0.0) —(0.1)
(0.2)—(0.6)
11. i L_L ■ 1 .1 1 Il J ul
(0.2)—(1.2) 
(0.0)—(0.3)
(0.1) —(0.5)
(0.1) —(0,6)
!_J_
0 100 200 300 I*00 (jü/cm-1
FIG. 4. Relative absorption coeffi­
cients of K C N  for rovibrational 
J  = 0—>1 transitions between the low­
est ten vibrational (vs,vb) levels. Ener­
gy level populations are given by the 
Boltzmann distribution at a tempera­
ture r =  750 K.
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T A B L E  VII. Line strengths for pure rotational (/, kp ) =  (0, 0*}—>( 1, 01’ ) and transitions and vibrationally aver­
aged dipole moments of L iNC (in a.u.).
Vibrational level
(*>,, vb ) Full No Coriolis Rigid rotor (Mz) (Mx)
(0, 0) 12.13 12.14 12.15 3.486 0.012 7 3.477
(0, 2) 11.86 11.92 11.93 3.454 0.020 3 3.425
(0, 4) 11.52 11.65 11.65 3.413 0.023 5 3.365
(0, 6) 11.09 11.30 11.30 3.362 0.023 6 3.295
(1,0) 12.35 12.38 12.38 3.519 0.013 1 3.509
(0, 8) 10.55 10.85 10.85 3.294 0.020 1 3.209
(0, 10) 9.87 10.31 10.30 3.210 0.012 0 3.113
(1,2) 12.07 12.15 12.16 3.487 0.020 5 3.457
(0, 12) 9.35 9.90 9.89 3.145 0.000 222 3.042
(1,4) 11.71 11.84 11.86 3.444 0.023 3 3.393
The rigid rotor rotational line strength for a 
( JK) — (0o)—►( 10) transition for a linear molecule can easily 
be derived:
(26)
where z is the linear axis.
Taking the vibrational average ( jllz )  as the rigid rotor 
dipole moment, we obtain the line strengths listed in Table 
VII, third column. They agree quite well with the exact val­
ues of Table VII and they are practically identical to the 
values calculated neglecting the off-diagonal Coriolis terms. 
This can be understood by evaluating expressions (21) and 
(22) for a JK = 0o- ^ l o transition and making the latter ap­
proximation. This leads to an expression similar to Eq. (26), 
but with /¿z given by (<f>0t0 \ ¡llz \ 0 1O), where (pJk(Ry0 ) is the 
internal part of the corresponding wave function. Since <f>0t0 
is almost identical to <^ 10, the observed agreement is ex­
plained.
Table VIII gives line strengths for vibrational transi­
tions from the ground state, accompanied by a /  =  0,1 rota­
tional transition. Transitions are marked parallel (||) for
T A B L E  VIII. Vibrational transitions from the ground state, accompanied 
by a J  =  0, 1 rotational transition for LiNC.
|| Type transition
(«5, *>*) ( / , * ' )  =  (1 ,0*M 0 ,  0 ') (0 ,0‘M  i , 0‘)
(0, 2) 0.421 x i c r 3 0 .4 1 4 X 1 0 " 3
(0, 4) 0.109X 10-5 O . l lO X lO " 5
(0, 6) 0.970X 10~7 0.993 X 1 0 - 7
(1,0) 0 . 1 5 6 x 1 0 - ' 0 .1 6 0 X 1 0 - '
(0, 8) 0 .6 0 4 X 1 0 - “ 0 .6 1 0 X 1 0 - “
(0, 10) 0 .1 3 0 X 1 0 - ' ° 0 . 1 1 2 x 1 0 - ' °
(1,2) 0 .2 4 4 X 1 0 - 6 0.255 X l O - 6
1 Type transition
( / , * ' ’) =  ( 1 , 0 ' M l .  I7) (0, 0 " M  1, n
(0, 1) 0 .3 2 1 X 1 0 - ' 0 .2 1 4 X 1 0 " '
(0, 3) 0.531 X l O " 5 0.352X 10-5
(0, 5) 0.267 X 10-7 0 .1 7 9 X 1 0 - 7
(0, 7) 0.169X 10-8 0 .2 7 7 X 1 0 " 8
(1,1) 0.129X 10-3 0.858 X l O " 4
(0, 9) 0.201 X l O " “ 0 .1 3 4 X 1 0 " “
A k  =  0 and perpendicular (1) for A k  =  +  l .32 As can be 
seen from this table LiNC behaves as a perturbed harmonic 
oscillator. The fundamental bend and stretch transitions are 
by far the most intense and overtones are very weak. The 
energy splitting between bending overtones varies gradually 
by less than 10% .12 The separation between bending and 
stretching modes is very clear. In spite of this behavior, the 
amplitudes, even in the lower lying vibrational states, are 
large, however, [e.g., for (vsivb1J)  =  (0,8,0) (R ) =  4.17a0,
(0 )  = 146°] as compared to the ground state values
(R ) = 4 .3 5 a0, ( 0 )  =  1690.12
Ismail et al. measured a matrix isolation spectrum of 
LiNC .19 Again, the assignment of fundamentals is found to 
be in agreement with our calculations, but no relative inten­
sities have been given.
The vibrational spectrum at higher temperature is easi­
ly understood from the previous results. Transitions with 
Aub =  1 or Avs =  1 are most intense, others are weak. Espe­
cially, the stretch transitions are very strong, as can be ex­
pected for an ionic molecule. As the energy spacings between 
higher levels decrease, the transitions between these appear 
on the lower frequency side of the corresponding transitions 
from the ground state. Because of the regularity in the spac­
ings, the separation between corresponding transitions is not 
very large, however (see also Fig. 4 of Ref. 12).
VI. LiCN
A linear LiCN isomer was predicted by Brocks and 
Tennyson, 12 with ground state energy 2286 cm - 1 above the 
LiNC ground state energy. The barrier to isomerization is at 
3377 cm - 1 above the LiNC ground state and because appre­
ciable tunneling starts at approximately 200 cm - 1 below the 
top of the barrier, the isomerization process could be ob­
served at high temperature only.
It might be possible, however, that some chemical reac­
tions can be found which yield the cyanide isomer LiCN as a 
product. Whether LiCN can actually be observed then de­
pends on its lifetime. In a molecular beam this lifetime is 
probably determined by the half-lifetime for spontaneous ra­
diative decay of LiCN into LiNC. In the gas phase collisional 
processes will be important as well but their effect on the 
LiCN lifetime will be hard to assess theoretically. Table IX 
gives the radiative decay life times for the lowest vibrational
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T A B L E  IX. Half-lifetimes for LiCN vibrational states (J =  0), vibrationally averaged dipole moments and line 
strengths for rotational (J, k f ) =  (0, 0'’) —►( 1, 0r ) transitions.
(”, .  vh ) r(s) f a z ) f a x )
Line strength 
Full Rigid rotor
(0, 0) 24.5 3.709 -  0.0430 13.75 13.76
(0, 2) 0.46 3.675 -  0.0756 13.41 13.51
(0, 4) 0 .8 0 X 1 0 " 5 3.632 -  0.0989 13.04 13.19
(1.0) 1.07 3.736 - 0 .0 4 3 1 13.95 13.96
( J  = 0) LiCN states (calculated with ymax =  44, nmax = 15, 
Qf  =  70° basis of Ref. 12.) The summation in Eq. (17) goes 
over all LiNC ( J  = 1) states lower in energy than the parti­
cular LiCN state considered. Table IX shows that the LiCN 
ground state has a sufficiently long life time for its rotation 
spectrum to be observed. The life time of the higher states 
decreases rapidly with increasing exitation level. It is unlike­
ly, therefore, that rotation spectra for these higher levels can 
be measured. On the other hand, the fundamental vibration­
al bands from the LiCN ground state will not be strongly 
broadened yet and it might be possible to measure a vibra­
tional spectrum, just as for H N C 23 (which is the metastable 
isomer of HCN). For the sake of completeness, Table IX 
gives vibrationally averaged dipole moments and rotational 
line strengths of LiCN (calculated with the 
y'max = 2 8 ,  nmax = 12, 6r =  40° basis of Ref. 12). The vibra­
tional line strengths behave like those of LiNC: Fundamen­
tal transitions are strong, others are weak. Line strengths for 
the transitions (vstvb,J,k p) =  (0,0,0,0*)—>»(0,1,1,1c) and 
(0,0,0,0e)—►( 1,0,0,0e) are 0.0277 and 0.0117 a.u., respectively.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this study we have performed calculations on rovi- 
brational transition intensities for the lithium and potassium 
cyanides. We have used an analytical dipole surface fitted to 
calculated SCF dipole moments16,17 and rovibrational wave 
functions from LC-RAMP calculations.10-15
The vibrationally averaged dipole moments follow clo­
sely the dipole moments for vibrationally averaged geome­
tries.10,12 The intensities of the rotational transitions calcu­
lated from these vibrationally averaged dipole moments in a 
rigid rotor model are compared with the results of the full 
calculations including the vibration-rotation coupling. For 
LiNC, LiCN and the a-type transitions in KCN they are in 
good agreement; for ¿-type transitions in KCN the rigid ro­
tor model predicts the intensities too weak by an order of 
magnitude. For both KCN and LiNC the transition 
strengths are dominated by the dipole component along the 
body-fixed z axis, which in the long range is given by the 
charge separation.
The vibrational spectrum of KCN is not very regular in 
appearance, due to strong interactions between bending and 
stretching modes. This results in large shifts in energy levels 
and irregular spacings between them. In particular there is a 
strong Fermi resonance between the stretch fundamental 
and the second bending overtone, by which the latter steals 
considerable intensity from the first. Also, many of the high­
er transitions pick up some intensity by resonance effects. On 
the other hand, in LiNC bending and stretching motions are 
well separated in the lower lying vibrational levels. Funda­
mental transitions are by far the most intense.
A metastable LiCN molecule was predicted by Brocks 
and Tennyson.12 The present results show that, if this LiCN 
molecule could be prepared by some chemical reaction, the 
ground state is sufficiently stable against spontaneous radia­
tive decay, to be observed (half-lifetime 24.5 s).
Experimental data on vibrational transitions for these 
molecules is very limited yet.18,21,22 It will be useful to try 
and obtain gas phase infrared spectra. In view of future ex­
periments it is useful to make estimates of the accuracy of 
our predictions. The potential surfaces and the dipole sur­
faces for KCN and LiCN have been obtained from good 
quality (extended basis set) SCF-LCAO calculations.16,17 
Even though electron correlation effects are not expected to 
be very important for the strong (ionic) interactions in these 
K + C N "  and Li+ CN ~ species,16 they may still affect rota­
tion barriers, etc., but it is difficult to assess to what extent. 
The accuracy of the dipole surface can be estimated (at the 
SCF level) by looking at the so called basis set superposition 
error. For KCN it has been found16 that this error is 6.5% in 
and 14.5% in of the short range dipole contributions 
[cf. expressions (10), (11), and (14)] near the equilibrium 
structure (at R =  5.04ao, 6 =  90°), while it is 8.5% in ¡iz and 
17% in fix at a larger distance (R =  8a0, 6 = 90°). Further 
errors due to the analytic fit of the potential and dipole sur­
faces have been indicated in detail in Refs. 16 and 17 and in 
Sec. II of this paper. They are such that we estimate the 
overall error in our dipole surface to be of the order of 10% 
of the short range contributions (except when the latter be­
come very small), apart from possible electron correlation 
effects. Therefore, we have effectively changed the short 
range contributions by 10% and looked at the effect on the 
calculated observables. The transition strengths of the rota­
tional transitions in KCN change by 3% and 10% for a- and 
¿-type transitions, respectively, while the more intense vi­
brational transitions change by less than 4%. In LiNC a 
similar change alters the rotational transition strengths by 
about 6% and the vibrational ones by 1.3% and 14% for the 
stretch and bending fundamentals, respectively (which are 
the only strong transitions in LiNC from the ground state). 
The radiative lifetime of LiCN changes from 24.5 to 24.4 s. 
So, on the whole, we conclude that the properties of KCN 
and LiCN that we have calculated are not very sensitive to 
possible errors in the dipole surface, because they are domi­
nated by the long range (ionic) contributions to the dipoles.
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Additional inaccuracies in our results arise from the use 
of incomplete basis sets in the dynamical calculations of the 
rovibrational states.10,12 However, we have checked that in­
creasing j max from 23 to 28 in the RA M P basis of K C N 10 
causes negligible change in any of the calculated intensities 
(or frequencies). Although the life time of LiCN is expected 
to depend sensitively on the rovibrational wave functions, 
increasing ymax from 44 to 46 in the LiCN calculations, just 
alters this lifetime from 24.5 to 24.8 s. Thus we think that it is 
worth comparing our calculated data to the results of future 
experiments on K C N  and LiCN, in order to assess the re­
maining uncertainty in the calculated potential surfaces. 
Moreover, we expect that the present calculations will be 
helpful in unraveling the spectra to be measured.
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